
Dear Dirk, 

 

just to continue my public message regarding Your sad KF case, I have to tell You more about 

my experience which I have partially described at 

http://omln.ce-ma-s.net/organizations/spaceshipinstitute/marekssummaryofssi 

 

We have been preparing the Czech and Slovak Keshe Foundation agreement almost one year 

with Mehran Keshe and our team to suit both sides. You know about it because You were 

involved in the final fine tuning phase where You have noted points which should be 

changed and I did all the changes, because that was ok. I have sent the final agreement 

oficially signed by us to Mehran Keshe to Italy before I came there to be at SSI. After about 

two months (while I was already 1 and half months at SSI) the agreement came back to my 

home as undeliverable without any clean statement why. So I took it back to Italy myself, 

after a short vacation stay with my family, and gave it to Mehran Keshe. He told me after 

few days that he cannot accept it because we have too many rights. I was surprised and told 

him it was agreed by him before, but no way... 

 

After Yukako left due to unfulfilled promise of Mehran Keshe given to her regarding some 

Japanese people (he never mentions this oficially as the cause) and bad mood in our SSI 

group where we missed "promise fulfilling" etc. I tried to be more active, provoke helping of 

each other at SSI to find better ways... I tried to make my own experiments and conclusions 

which sometimes contradicted what Mehran Keshe told us. I began to speak about such 

"little things" occasionally and it was very unpleasant for him. I did also a mistake to taste 

"white gans" myself etc. 

 

Later came the situation of May 2014 with other problems and too few real steps forward. I 

have written to You about some of it previously. At the end of May I spoke more to Mehran 

Keshe and the problems and he was first listening and then became angry inside. 

 

Jorge Martinez should pay next 5000€ to stay another 3 month while he could not afford it. 

We all were assured more then once that KF will help us financially so we should not bother 

about this aspect. Maybe Jorge was not the perfect fit for Mehran Keshe`s ideal team and 

one day while we were sitting at his garden with others and talking Jorge expressed himself 

how he feels and how different it should be in KF and got quite angry in Spanish way and 

Mehran Keshe was angry too so he could not stay with us at the table like Jorge. When 

Mehran Keshe came to the table I told him politely that we should find a way to support 

Jorge financially etc. and he agreed so that Jorge does not need to pay the fee, only his living 

expenses, which was normal. Everybody at the table (John, Armen, Yvan, Marko and me) 

have heard it. Then Armen went for Jorge and when he came to the table I said to Mehran 

Keshe he can tell Jorge what he told us. Then he told Jorge that he has to pay the fee and we 

were just gazing on each other to see such lie. 

 

Then I was leaving SSI at the end of May 2014 as was pre-agreed to go back to my family. 

Mehran Keshe with his family took me at a ceremonial lunch with others to say good bye in 

formal way. It was good being together with the group, but it was not fully natural I felt that 

day. 

 

 



Later we welcomed our newborn second son at home :-) 

 

At workshops I have seen new strange big magnetic field measurements from SSI and 

because I knew something about the measuring device and software I have pointed out to a 

problem that it is not proper to me those measured big values. I have communicated with 

the device producer Metrolab at Switzerland and they agreed there is some unknown 

problem. I have published the communication and told the SSI they should better investigate 

it. Mehran Keshe said they did it later with the producer and everything is ok. As usual no 

information from the producer was given as confirmation, only the words of Mehran Keshe. 

He told others at workshop that I just want to discredit them etc., later I was blamed as thief 

of his books and that we at "Czechoslovakia" wanted to overtake the KF and that we are 

banned etc. You can read more at the link above. I am not perfect, but I strive to be direct 

and helping others.  

 

Our group has decided even before such statements that we cannot rely on or trust KF 

especially Mehran Keshe and we are not going to establish KF Czechia and Slovakia. 

Instead we have established our own nonprofit organization CeMaS: 

http://ce-ma-s.net/en/start 

 

Then came the "poisoning case" and John Skelton was marked as the poisoner and banned 

from KF. He even could not take his things from the SSI lab so they were kept (stolen) by 

Mehran Keshe who said that it belongs to KF. 

 

John`s letter to him is here: 

http://omln.ce-ma-

s.net/subdom/omln/_media/cs/organizations/spaceshipinstitute/john_s_letter_to_mehran_

tavakoli_keshe_regarding_ssi_and_false_accusations_-_12.2014_-_english.pdf 

 

Then Yvan was banned as well because he was Belgian. 

No proofs again, just words... 

Now the story continues at new teritory of LUM university... 

 

I still think and wish KF to have something useful for people without teasing them and taking 

their money and reputation. 

The technology is for me in some ways still doable, but needs more coordinated efforts and 

better structured sharing not to reinvent the wheel again. 

 

The morality of KF, particularly Mehran Keshe, is broken for me. Even my employer and 

many other people behave more harmonically... From such way there cannot come any 

peace. Technology cannot simply force it. 

Peace has to come from our inner selves with love and spiritual awareness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I wish Mehran Keshe all the best and the biggest wish is so that he burns his hurting 

behaviour and stops misleading others, otherwise his way will stay too tough after he dies 

here on Earth and will need to help those mislead people before he will be able to flow to 

higher realms of stronger light closer to our Creator which is what I wish him and to 

everybody. 

 

 

 

Love and peace be with You Dirk 

 

Marek Ištvánek 

 

1.5.2015 

Slušovice, Czech Republic 

 
 


